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Abstract—Introducing objective wearable IMU measurements 

of functional movement quality into clinical assessments may 

improve accuracy of diagnosis. The goal of the present study was 

to assess the performance of inexpensive wearable IMUs relative 

to conventional motion capture equipment during controlled 

movements that are representative of typical human movement. 

Thirty-five cycles of spine flexion-extension, lateral bending, and 

axial twisting were simulated by means of a motorized gimbal at 

speeds of 20 cycles/min and 40 cycles/min. Differences between 

cycle-to-cycle maximum angle, minimum angle, and ROM values, 

as well as correlational analyses within IMUs and between IMUs 

and motion capture, in all movement directions, were compared. 

All absolute differences in measurements were < 1.55°. There were 

very high correlations between repeated IMU measures (R > 0.99) 

in all movement directions showing reliability between sensors and 

measurements. Overall, it was revealed that the sensors perform 

very well in the primary movement direction and one secondary 

axis; however, correlation in the third axis is suboptimal for 

orientation estimation and motion tracking. 

Keywords—wearables, inertial measurement units, orientation 

tracking, movement quality  

I. INTRODUCTION

Clinical assessment of movement quality and impairment is 
used in a variety of domains across the healthcare spectrum. For 
example, it can be used to assess and subclassify low back pain 
patients based on the level and type of their impairment [1], 
estimate risk of falling in older adults [2], and monitor physical 
and neurological rehabilitation status [3]. Assessment of 
movement quality and impairment typically involves self-report 
questionnaires, visual assessment of movement patterns, and 
performance-based tests administered and scored by primary 
care providers and allied health professionals [4]. This 
introduces subjectivity into diagnoses, and along with that, it has 
been shown that visual inspection of movement quality/ 
impairment has poor inter- and intra-rater reliability [5]. 
Introducing objective evaluation of movement quality and 
impairment into clinical assessments can greatly increase the 
accuracy and reliability of certain diagnoses [6] in order to 
provide more effective and individualized care. Motion capture 
can be used as a tool to enable objective evaluation.  

Conventional motion capture systems are video-based 
optoelectronic systems requiring multiple cameras that 

triangulate the 3D position of reflective markers affixed to the 
participant. However, the cost and setup of these systems make 
them infeasible for routine clinical use. Inertial measurement 
units (IMUs) are becoming recognized as a portable and cost-
effective alternative to motion capture, and have the potential to 
be introduced into clinical settings for objective assessment of 
functional movement quality [7]. IMUs are sensors that can 
record tri-axial linear accelerations (via an accelerometer), 
angular velocities (via a gyroscope), and sometimes magnetic 
distortion (via a magnetometer), and have been proven 
successful in replicating both spatiotemporal [8] and kinematic 
data [9] in 3D global space by fusing individual sensor data to 
provide an estimation of absolute orientation.  

We are developing a framework for performing wearable-
based assessments of movement quality using inexpensive 
IMUs, a custom mobile-based application, and cloud 
computing. The Mbientlab MetaMotionR is a 9 DoF IMU 
incorporating an accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. 
The MetaMotionR IMU was selected because it is easily 
cooperative with various programming languages and operating 
systems, it has on-board sensor fusion, and the ability to easily 
cooperate with cloud-computing applications - all features that 
fit well into our framework. In addition, these sensors were ideal 
because they can be purchased off the shelf, and are inexpensive 
in comparison to other wearable systems (i.e., maximum 
$80USD/unit). In this work, we assess the performance of 
Mbientlab MetaMotionR IMUs through their ability to track 
orientation relative to conventional motion capture equipment. 

II. RELATED WORK

There is extensive IMU-related research investigating new 
sensor fusion algorithms for orientation estimation [10], the 
definition of protocols for practical usage with humans [11], 
and the extension to various clinical fields (e.g., assessment for 
orthopaedic, neurological, and rehabilitative professionals) [4]. 
Despite the increasing popularity of IMU-based movement 
quality assessment, they have not yet been accepted into routine 
clinical practice [12]. This is likely due to a lack of acceptance 
of sensor measurement accuracy in comparison to conventional 
motion capture equipment.  

Existing literature on sensor performance evaluation can be 
categorized broadly into two approaches: (1) assessing sensor 
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performance in a controlled environment (e.g., on a motorized 
gimbal), and (2) assessment on human participants [13]. While 
the first approach highlights limitations inherent in the IMU by 
eliminating human factor sources of error, the second approach 
provides a more realistic validation scenario with respect to 
human-related applications [13]. As such, it is useful to assess a 
sensor’s accuracy and reliability in collecting clinically-relevant 
data in both controlled settings and in human populations. 

Video-based optoelectronic systems are considered to be the 
laboratory gold standard for human motion tracking, with an 
estimated accuracy (i.e., RMS error) of <1.00° and <1.50° for 
static and dynamic measurements, respectively [14]. Generally, 
an error of 2° or less is considered acceptable in clinical 
situations. Errors between 2° and 5° are regarded as reasonable, 
but may require additional subjective interpretation [15]. 

Ricci et al. (2016) investigated the accuracy of APDM Inc. 
Opal IMUs (APDM Inc., Portland, OR) in measuring typical 
human dynamics, simulated by means of a robotic arm [13]. In 
this study, it was determined that motion tracking accuracy is 
slightly dependent on the sensor fusion algorithm, moderately 
dependent on the amplitude and frequency of the movement 
itself, and heavily dependent on the orientation of the IMU, 
yielding errors of up to 10.3° [13]. Additionally, a recent meta-
analysis by Cuesta-Vargas and colleagues determined that the 
degree to which an IMU system can be deemed valid is specific 
to the IMU system, fusion algorithms, and anatomical site 
under investigation [16]. They stress the importance of the post-
processing algorithms in identifying and removing sources of 
error, which is something that a large number of validation 
studies fail to emphasize [16]. 

IMU’s are susceptible to drift, inhomogenous magnetic 
fields, and measurement noise, and therefore require filtering 
algorithms to correct for error and improve measurement 
accuracy [17]. Kalman filters are commonly accepted as a 
foundation for orientation algorithms [10]. They filter out 
statistical noise, gyroscopic drift, and other potential 
inaccuracies in measurements over time, by using probabilistic 
determination to predict what the system will do next (e.g., 
position and trajectory of body segments) [10]. The widespread 
use of Kalman-based solutions demonstrate their level of 
accuracy; however, the linear regression iterations utilized 
require high sampling rates that may exceed the sampling 
bandwidth, and demand large computational resources [10], 
which may not be ideal for real-time use with mobile 
applications. 

III. METHODS 

A. Equipment and Experimental Setup 

This study was designed to assess the accuracy and 
reliability of the MetaMotionR IMUs (Mbientlab Inc., San 
Francisco, USA) compared to a 7-camera optoelectronic motion 
capture system (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK) 
during controlled movement. Furthermore, this study involved 
the use of a Computer-Assisted Rehabilitation Environment 
(CAREN) Extended System (Motekforce Link, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands) – a 6 DoF robotic joint allowing translation and 
rotation in all directions. This facilitated controlled movements, 

representative of typical human motion, to be tracked 
simultaneously by MetaMotionR IMUs and Vicon. Two IMUs 
were adhered to a rigid plate in the configuration shown in Fig. 
1, with 4 passive reflective markers in each of the 4 corners. The 
plate was firmly attached to the CAREN platform at the center 
of rotation (Fig. 2).  

B. Movement Protocol 

The movement protocol was designed to evaluate IMU 
performance at various speeds and movement directions. The 
CAREN software (D-Flow, Luleå, Sweden) was programmed 
to instruct the platform to simulate 3 movements: spine flexion-
extension (FE), lateral bending (LB), and axial twisting (AT). 
Simulation of spine movement was chosen as it is used 
extensively to assess physical and neurological impairments in 
a number of special populations [18]. In each trial, 35 cycles of 
a rotational sinusoidal movement was completed about the 
specified axis of rotation at 2 different frequencies: 1) 20 
cycles/min (cpm), and 2) 40 cpm [19-20]. Amplitude of the 
sinusoid was programmed to ±15° from the axis-origin [21]. A 
total of 6 trials (i.e., 2 speeds x 3 directions) were performed in 
randomized order. Data were sampled simultaneously from 
each IMU and Vicon at 100 Hz [10]. Absolute errors and 
correlations within IMU measurements, and between 
MetaMotionR IMU measurements and Vicon were evaluated. 

C. Data Processing and Analysis 

MetaMotionR sensors are equipped with on-board sensor 
fusion and are capable of outputting continuous raw sensor 
data, Quaternion orientation, or Euler orientation. Sensor 
performance was evaluated using fused Euler orientation data 
to enhance interpretation. Data from Vicon and MetaMotion R 
IMUs were synchronized using the peak maximum values in 
the primary movement direction for all tests. It is common 
practice to exclude the first 5 cycles of motion to ensure steady-
state motion [19, 22] when assessing human movement quality. 
Therefore, to ensure consistency of analyses, the last 30 cycles 
were analyzed. Data from Vicon and MetaMotionR IMUs were 
low-pass filtered with a zero-phase Butterworth filter (2nd order 
with a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz) to filter out unwanted signal 
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Fig. 1. Sensor setup and configuration; IMU1 (left); IMU2 (right). 

Fig. 2. CAREN system setup with the rigid plate/ IMU placement. 

 



noise [23] and time-normalized by resampling the data to 3000 
samples per trial (i.e., 100 frames per cycle x 30 cycles from 
peak-to-peak). Gyroscopic drift was removed from the 
MetaMotionR IMUs by subtracting a least-squares line of best-
fit from the data. A right-hand coordinate system was generated 
for the Vicon plate and Euler angles were extracted. 

ROM was determined by taking the absolute value of the 
difference between cycle-to-cycle minimum (MIN) and 
maximum (MAX) Euler angles (i.e., ψ, φ, and θ; corresponding 
to FE, LB, and AT, respectively; (1-3)). 

 

 ROMψ = |ψ
MAX
FE −  ψ

MIN
FE | (1) 

 ROMφ = |φ
MAX
LB − φ

MIN
LB | (2) 

 ROMθ = |θMAX
AT − θMIN

AT | (3) 

D. Statistical Analysis 

 Differences in mean cycle-to-cycle ROM, MIN, and MAX 
values, as well as Pearson’s correlations (R) for continuous data 
were compared between IMU1 and Vicon, between IMU2 and 
Vicon, and between IMU1 and IMU2 in all movement 
directions. Any R-value above 0.7 can be regarded as a strong 
positive correlation, with 1.0 being perfect correlation [24]. 
Values between 0.3 and 0.5 represent weak to moderate 
positive correlation. These trends are the same for negative 
correlations, but are represented as negative values [24].  

IV. RESULTS 

The IMUs showed excellent agreement between mean 

absolute cycle-to-cycle MIN, MAX and ROM estimate 

differences in the primary axis of rotation, yielding a maximum 

mean absolute measurement difference (MAMD)  of 1.54° 

between IMU1 and Vicon during a 20 cpm FE task (Table 1). 

Similar trends were shown between IMU2 and Vicon. 

Differences between estimates of MAX, MIN, and ROM in the 

other two axes were also low, yielding a maximum MAMD of 

1.20° during the 40 cpm test when measuring ROM in the AT 

plane, during FE-based motion (Table 3).  

The maximum MAMD in orientation between IMU1 and 

IMU2 was 0.50° when measuring MIN FE orientation during 

an AT test. Correlations between continuous Vicon and IMU 

primary axis data were very strong (Fig. 3. and Fig. 4.; results 

for IMU1 are shown – results for IMU2 showed similar trends). 

Correlations between IMU1 and IMU2 continuous data in the 

primary axis of rotation during all tests were greater than 0.99, 

as shown in Table 4 and Fig. 5.   

V. DISCUSSION 

Overall the level of accuracy for the IMU’s was high in 

comparison to Vicon and can be regarded as acceptable for use 

in clinical settings. Estimates of MAMD between both IMU1 

and IMU2 with Vicon were generally similar, with low 

correlations found in one of the secondary axes of movement. 

These trends were apparent for all movement directions, and for 

both movement speeds. In addition to low MAMD within 

IMU1 and IMU2 measurements, continuous correlation values 

were very strong, showing repeatability of measurements. 

During similar testing conditions, Ricci et al. (2016) found 

absolute orientation errors of up to 10.3°. In their study, level 

of error increased as both frequency and amplitude of 

movement increased. The highest frequency of movement in 

their study was over 8 times higher than the highest frequency 

in this study (i.e., 40 cpm; 0.667 Hz), therefore making direct 

comparison of results incomparable. Their study placed large 

emphasis on orientation of the IMU in causing error. While our 

study found acceptable accuracy using only one orientation, 

this placement was chosen based on pilot testing which 

revealed that other orientations yielded poorer results. In 

addition, the IMUs used in the study performed by Ricci and 

colleagues estimated orientation based on accelerometer and 

gyroscope readings only, whereas the MetaMotionR sensors 

include magnetometer readings in the estimation process. 

TABLE I. MAMD FROM CYCLE-TO-CYCLE MIN MEASUREMENTS. 

Speed AOR Measure FE (°) LB (°) AT (°) 

1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 

20 cpm 

FE Mean 1.54 1.40 0.14 0.41 0.41 0.06 0.11 0.30 0.41 
SD 0.12 0.11 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.08 

LB Mean 0.81 0.94 0.13 0.43 0.39 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.20 
SD 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.13 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.06 

AT Mean 0.09 0.18 0.25 0.19 0.12 0.07 0.11 0.24 0.13 
SD 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.09 

40 cpm 

FE Mean 1.24 0.93 0.31 0.46 0.32 0.14 1.09 0.59 0.50 
SD 0.41 0.56 0.18 0.03 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.07 

LB Mean 0.17 0.29 0.12 0.84 0.81 0.04 0.37 0.36 0.22 
SD 0.22 0.21 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.22 0.14 0.14 

AT Mean 0.15 0.10 0.08 0.24 0.18 0.08 0.17 0.17 0.03 
SD 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.11 0.02 

** The red outlines indicate results from the primary movement direction. AOR = axis of rotation, MAMD = mean absolute measurement difference,  

FE = flexion-extension, LB = lateral bending, AT = axial twisting, 1 & V = IMU1 vs. Vicon, 2 & V = IMU2 vs. Vicon, 1 & 2 = IMU1 vs. IMU2. 

 



Inclusion of magnetometer readings allows for increased 

accuracy in tracking orientation, but is also dependent on the 

corrective computational method used to compensate for 

influences from drift and inhomogenous magnetic fields [25].  

Though the nature of this study was designed to eliminate 

external sources of error, there are some things worth noting. 

While motion in the two non-primary axes of rotation should 

be completely restricted, the CAREN system has operational 

rotational limits [21], and is subject to error. It reaches these 

limits sooner than intended, and compensates for this lack of 

ROM by introducing either rotation or translation in non-

primary axes. The average ROM in all primary movement 

directions was still roughly 20°, despite being programmed to 

30°, and despite this extra compensation. This ROM is lower 

than the 36° ROM used in the study by Ricci and colleagues, 

and therefore MAMDs could also be a direct result of amplitude 

of motion, however Vicon was treated as the gold standard in 

measurement of movement and orientation. Typical human 

movement will usually exceed this ROM, and therefore it is 

worthwhile to explore larger ROMs to ensure that the low 

MAMD was not solely influenced by the nature of the study.  

MAMD in non-primary axes was low and can be regarded 

as clinically acceptable.  However, correlational analyses reveal 

relatively poor results in some axes. It is possible that estimates 

of orientation and motion tracking in non-primary axes are 

essentially signal noise [26], in which case low correlation is 

expected. Despite having low correlation in 1 of 3 axes during 

all movement tests, MAMD in the primary axis was always 

low, and correlation in the primary axis was very high during 

all tests. This suggests that the MetaMotionR sensors perform 

well when tracking motion in all axes individually, but 

simultaneous tracking of movement in all axes is subpar.  

Mbientlab MetaMotionR sensors utilize Kalman-based 

fusion when estimating Euler orientation. Having a more 

detailed description of the fusion process would allow for 

similar post-processing of Vicon data to match that of 

Mbientlab, and pin-point where IMU measurement or post-

 
Speed AOR Measure FE (°) LB (°) AT (°) 

1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 

20 cpm 

FE Mean 0.80 0.88 0.07 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.19 
SD 0.13 0.14 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.08 

LB Mean 0.92 0.57 0.35 0.17 0.30 0.16 0.16 0.10 0.18 
SD 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.13 0.04 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.06 

AT Mean 0.19 0.32 0.14 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.10 
SD 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.07 

40 cpm 

FE Mean 0.32 0.51 0.19 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.20 
SD 0.42 0.42 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.06 

LB Mean 0.16 0.37 0.38 0.11 0.11 0.02 0.35 0.14 0.26 
SD 0.16 0.13 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.15 0.11 0.20 

AT Mean 0.32 0.36 0.04 0.11 0.06 0.09 0.16 0.09 0.08 
SD 0.08 0.11 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.03 

** Red outline indicates results from the primary movement direction. AOR = axis of rotation, MAMD = mean absolute measurement difference,  

FE = flexion-extension, LB = lateral bending, AT = axial twisting, 1 & V = IMU1 vs. Vicon, 2 & V = IMU2 vs. Vicon, 1 & 2 = IMU1 vs. IMU2. 

 

TABLE II. MAMD FROM CYCLE-TO-CYCLE MAX MEASUREMENTS. 

TABLE III. MAMD FROM CYCLE-TO-CYCLE ROM MEASUREMENTS. 

Speed AOR Measure FE (°) LB (°) AT (°) 

1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 

20 cpm 

FE Mean 0.73 0.52 0.21

4 

0.33 0.29 0.04

2 

0.21 0.39 0.59

9 

SD 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 

LB Mean 0.11 0.37 0.47

5 

0.39 0.49 0.09

4 

0.17 0.21 0.37

6 

SD 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 

AT Mean 0.11 0.49 0.38

3 

0.20 0.05 0.15

5 

0.21 0.29 0.07

5 

SD 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.06 

40 cpm 

FE Mean 1.11 0.90 0.20

9 

0.31 0.14 0.16

4 

1.20 0.50 0.70

1 

SD 0.10 0.10 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.02 

LB Mean 0.12 0.62 0.49

5 

0.23 0.19 0.03

7 

0.14 0.46 0.32

1 

SD 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.08 0.05 

AT Mean 0.22 0.30 0.07

4 

0.27 0.13 0.14

2 

0.32 0.24 0.07

9 

SD 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.07 0.06 0.02 
** Red outline indicates results from the primary movement direction. AOR = axis of rotation, MAMD = mean absolute measurement difference,  

FE = flexion-extension, LB = lateral bending, AT = axial twisting, 1 & V = IMU1 vs. Vicon, 2 & V = IMU2 vs. Vicon, 1 & 2 = IMU1 vs. IMU2. 

 



processing error is occurring (e.g., how influences from drift 

and inhomogenous magnetic fields are dealt with). 

In this study, we utilized one rotation sequence to generate 

a RHCS for the Vicon marker cluster to estimate Euler 

orientation. The Mbientlab MetaMotionR IMUs operate using 

a left-handed coordinate system, therefore making it infeasible 

to completely line up coordinate systems. Further exploration 

of extraction-sequences for Vicon data, and for raw IMU data 

when aligning axes is necessary for further validation, as this 

has potential to introduce measurement error, and may explain 

the low correlations found in the second non-primary axis.  

As mentioned previously, IMU validation is specific to the 

application to which it is used for. Therefore, future studies will 

need to assess performance on a specific population for the 

desired application (e.g., test on the spine in LBP patients, 

during functional movement tests). Analysis of advanced 

parameters that describe functional movement quality (e.g., 

Lyapunov exponents and continuous relative phase analyses) 

should also be investigated during validation on human 

participants to determine the degree to which primary- and off-

axis movement affect these specific outcome measures.  

Lastly, as previously mentioned, IMU accuracy is highly 

dependent on orientation [13]. There is inherent human error 

during sensor placement, and this is especially important when 

measuring accuracy of the instrument. We are currently 

exploring the reliability of sensor placement, as well as 

combinations of sensors and orientations, in congruence with 

corrective computational algorithms to attempt to improve on 

these potential errors. 

 
 Fig. 3. Angular movement data from IMU1; Flexion-Extension (FE) task (left); Lateral bending (LB) task (middle); Axial twisting (AT) task (right). 

 
 Fig. 4. Angular movement data from Vicon; Flexion-Extension (FE) task (left); Lateral bending (LB) task (middle); Axial twisting (AT) task (right). 

Fig. 5. FE measurement of all systems during 20 cycles/min, FE.  
 



VI. CONCLUSION 

Overall, it was shown that Mbientlab MetaMotionR IMUs 

have acceptable to excellent performance in estimating 

orientation and tracking motion in 2 of 3 axes. Follow-up 

studies will investigate the effect of different fusion algorithms, 

extraction sequences, and IMU placement on orientation 

estimation and motion tracking. This study provides a 

framework for future work involving orientation and motion 

tracking using MetaMotionR IMUs in clinical populations.  
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TABLE IV. RESULTS FOR CONTINUOUS CORRELATION. 

Speed AOR Measure FE LB AT 

1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 1 & V 2 & V 1 & 2 

20 cpm 
FE 

R-value 
0.9955 0.9943 0.9999 0.2436 0.9686 0.2769 0.9338 0.9473 0.9437 

LB 0.9832 0.9489 0.9399 0.9990 0.9993 0.9999 0.5941 0.7638 0.7946 

AT 0.0023 0.0272 0.8270 0.8458 0.8398 0.8513 0.9996 0.9998 0.9999 

40 cpm 
FE 

R-value 
0.9969 0.9951 0.9997 0.5147 0.9613 0.5150 0.5448 0.4619 0.8076 

LB 0.8225 0.6727 0.9194 0.9987 0.9995 0.9994 0.8806 0.9033 0.9928 

AT 0.2553 0.2202 0.9733 0.8092 0.8389 0.9894 0.9998 1.0000 0.9999 
** Red outline indicates results from the primary movement direction. AOR = axis of rotation, MAMD = mean absolute measurement difference, FE = 

flexion-extension, LB = lateral bending, AT = axial twisting, 1 & V = IMU1 vs. Vicon, 2 & V = IMU2 vs. Vicon, 1 & 2 = IMU1 vs. IMU2. 
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